Warranty Information 978-531-8588
In an effort to be up front and honest I am providing my warranty language. 24 months or 24
thousand miles will apply to most. Ask about upgrading to 36 months or 36 thousand.
Reliable Transmission Rebuilding
978-531-8588
24 Month or 24 Thousand Mile Warranty
Date:_______________
Customer Name:_____________________________
Address:___________________________________
Year, Make and Model:________________________
Plate Number:______________ Mileage:______________ Re-inspection
Date:_____________________
Vehicle Identification Number:_______________________
Reliable Transmission first and foremost wishes to thank you for your patronage. Warranty
terms are for whichever comes first, 24 months or 24 thousand miles. In order to validate your
warranty your vehicle needs to be re-inspected between 7-14 days. Please check under your
vehicle frequently for any fluid leaks. A little bit of caution can save you and me considerable
time and money. If you are experiencing any concerns please contact me so we may cure a
small problem before it becomes a large one. In order to prolong the life of your newly rebuilt
or replaced unit I strongly recommend changing your fluid more frequently than your service
schedule recommends. I like 30k intervals. Fluids are complex ingredients that work to
dissipate heat, inhibit corrosion and lubricate your internal parts. Warranty excludes electrical,
mechanical or operator error incidents either contributing to or causing a rebuilt unit to fail.
Some examples are in part, TV cable, solenoids, computer, sensors, wiring, fluid loss,
incorrect fluids, water ingestion, anti-freeze ingestion, abuse, flex plate, flywheel, clutch,
cover, drive shaft or u-joints, unit modification, wiring modification, crankshaft bearing failure
or breakage, cooler flow loss, loss of fluid from punctures, differentials. Broken internals may
not be covered if I determine incorrect operating conditions caused your unit to fail. Slipping
your wheels on a slippery surface may cause the innards to break when sudden traction is
attained. Failures of this type are evident upon disassembly. Reliable Transmission assumes
no responsibility for tow-ins claiming warranty or non-warranty failures. Reliable Transmission
reserves final judgment as to warranty or non-warranty. Unit must be in the vehicle it was
originally invoiced for. We are in business for the long term which means our reputation is
valued above all. I rarely invalidate a contract. Not responsible for incidental or coincidental
losses. Not responsible for hub cap loss. Hub caps become weak with age and may fall off at
any time. Unauthorized repair work may void your warranty. The customer also agrees to
allow Reliable Transmission every attempt to repair their car. No request for a charge back
shall be requested if work is paid for with a credit card. Warranty costs may not exceed the
invoiced amount. Warranty covers original purchaser only.
Customer Signature:______________________________________________

